INTRODUCING

initial™ LUSTRE PASTES NF &

initial™ LUSTRE PASTES NF GUM SHADES
GC INITIAL™ IQ LUSTRE PASTES NF &
GC INITIAL™ IQ LUSTRE PASTES NF GUM SHADES:

THE FIRST 3D PAINTABLE CERAMIC TO BRING BEAUTIFUL AESTHETICS TO ALL YOUR RESTORATIVE WORK, JUST BY PAINTING IT ON.

You no longer need complex layering or extra firing cycles to obtain an unsurpassed vitality and a natural glaze for all your restorations. With GC Initial IQ Lustre Pastes NF (based on fine ceramic particles) the steps to complete your crown and bridgework remain identical, regardless of the technique you use.

Do you need to change the color, the brightness, the value, or the surface gloss of your crowns and bridges? You can use the GC Initial IQ Lustre Pastes NF on all ceramics in the GC Initial range, and virtually any ceramic..
GC INITIAL™ IQ LUSTRE PASTES NF
ARE NEWLY DEVELOPED 3-DIMENSIONAL CERAMIC PASTES, WHICH CAN BE APPLIED IN A THICKER LAYER, CREATING COLOR DEPTH AND LIFE-LIKE TRANSLUCENCY.

- With an optimal match to both “low” and “high” CTE range, GC Initial™ IQ Lustre Pastes NF are compatible to almost all types of dental ceramic.

- GC Initial™ IQ Lustre Pastes NF are based on fine ceramic particles allowing a thicker application compared to conventional stains and glazes.

- Due to the unique paste medium, it has a fine thixotropic property for easy and exact applications.

- GC Initial™ IQ Lustre Pastes NF are low fusing, ceramic pastes that do not wear like some stains, glazes or surface sealants.
### WHAT’S SO DIFFERENT ABOUT GC INITIAL™ IQ LUSTRE PASTES?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>GC Initial™ IQ Lustre Pastes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Most stains and glazes on the market contain oxides that block light</td>
<td>a unique new ceramic paste that allows light to pass through the restoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stains and glazes do not allow you to add morphology, texture, or contacts</td>
<td>allow you to add texture, morphology, and contact by simply controlling the consistency with diluting liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most conventional stains and glazes do not fluoresce at all</td>
<td>because GC Initial™ IQ Lustre Pastes are indeed a ceramic paste, they fluoresce naturally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stains and glazes only adhere to the surface of the ceramic and can wear</td>
<td>GC Initial™ IQ Lustre Pastes are low fusing ceramic paste that infuses itself into the restoration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most stains and glazes must be fired more than once</td>
<td>GC Initial™ IQ Lustre Pastes are ONE FIRING!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stains and glazes cannot be layered and are not stable</td>
<td>GC Initial™ Lustre Pastes are thixotropic and when left thick can be layered like a ceramic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CAD/CAM
Looking for a way to add extra vitality to your CAD/CAM produced monolithics? GC Initial IQ Lustre Pastes NF is the solution in any case.

PRESSED CERAMIC
Do you prefer to press your ceramics? Start with either the GC Initial IQ - One Body, Press-over-Metal or Press-over-Zircon systems, and then paint the characteristics at a later stage. This system allows you to characterize your crown and bridgework AND to create a lifelike transition from the crown margin to the gingiva, just by painting.
Achieve the best aesthetic results by using the GC Initial IQ Lustre Pastes NF in the cut-back technique with your pressed or layered work. After painting with GC Initial IQ Lustre Pastes NF, the finishing touches are done with CL-F for high translucency and with the Opal/Incisal masses.

Photoshooting Step by Step: ZTM Michael Brüsch – M.B. Dentaltechnik GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany

Restorations courtesy of Masayuki Hoshi
THE FASTEST SOLUTION FOR ALL YOUR MONOLITHIC ZIRCONIUMOXIDE WORK.

- Wide CTE Range in order to work with the complete GC Initial ceramic system and nearly all types of other ceramics or artificial porcelain teeth.
- No complex layering or extra firing cycles required. Fast – Easy – Secure. Ready-to-use pastes with a fine thixotropic property, for easy and precise application.
- Diluting and refreshing liquids to keep the optimal consistency until the end.

**CTE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6,9</th>
<th>8,6</th>
<th>9,3</th>
<th>9,4</th>
<th>9,5</th>
<th>9,8</th>
<th>11,6-11,8</th>
<th>12,7-12,9</th>
<th>13,0</th>
<th>13,1</th>
<th>13,1-13,3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial AL</td>
<td>Initial Ti</td>
<td>Initial LiSi</td>
<td>Initial Zr-FS</td>
<td>Initial IQ LOZ</td>
<td>Initial IQ POZ</td>
<td>Initial LF</td>
<td>Initial IQ LOM</td>
<td>Initial PC/IQ POM/MC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ALL YOU NEED TO CREATE A LIFELIKE TRANSITION FROM THE CROWN MARGIN TO THE GINGIVA IN A FEW EASY STEPS.

The five unique gum colored GC Initial IQ Lustre Pastes NF allow an individual adaptation, to match natural gingival shades in natural harmony. You can use the four mixable Gum Modifiers allowing for unlimited creativity and to reproduce the most delicate gum case without any problem.

The GC Initial IQ Lustre Pastes NF Gum Shades are based on a special selection of non-fluorescent, pink colored ceramic particles to perfectly mimic the look of natural gum.
The required V-Shade (value shade) is created by the application of the GC Initial IQ Lustre Pastes NF ranging from “Body A - D”. This process, which only takes two minutes, contains everything which is necessary to create V-Shades. Simply use the other available colors to create highly aesthetic results.

With the GC Initial IQ Lustre Pastes NF, you can easily modify your conventional ceramic crown and bridgework. Changing the brightness, value, and color has never been so easy!

The fastest solution for all your monolithic zirconiumoxide work.
Photoshooting Step by Step: ZTM Michael Brüsche – M.B. Dentaltechnik GmbH, Düsseldorf, Germany
Additional changes in color, transparency and brightness of crown-and-bridge work can be done easily with the GC Initial IQ Lustre Pastes NF. The unique consistency ensures homogeneous modifications and appearance.

Make your corrections with the effect colors of the GC Initial IQ Lustre Pastes NF Set.
- Increase Brightness > LP Value
- Increase Color Saturations > L A-D

The requested surface texture/smoothness of the GC Initial IQ Lustre Paste NF layer can be obtained by softly vibrating or condensing the restoration.

Use the GC Initial IQ Lustre Pastes NF to inhibit the depth effects and the transparency of your crown and bridge work build in the layering technique. Sandblast your restoration with 50 micron Aluminum-oxide, damp it and then paint it on with GC Initial IQ Lustre Paste NF.
“Movies have super heroes to save the day. In real life, we have GC Initial™ IQ Lustre Pastes to save our day.”
- Step 2thMaster Bay CDT, DTG
CDI SCIENCE, LLC
PINEVILLE, NC

“I use GC Initial™ IQ Lustre Pastes NF on nearly every unit that comes out of my lab. It especially makes characterization and glazing of my BruxZir restorations a breeze! The versatility of the paste and natural quality of the colors the kit provides are unrivaled by any other product I have used on the market today. I feel GC Initial™ IQ Lustre Pastes NF should be included in every dental artists’ arsenal.”
- Mike Small
SMALL CERAMICS LLC
LACRESCENT, MN

“GC Initial™ IQ Lustre Pastes NF Gum Shades Set are a game changer in the way I will handle pink ceramic moving forward, it opens a world of possibilities.”
- Bill Marais RDT, DTG
DISA DENTAL STUDIO
PORTLAND, OR

“I was shocked at what I could create with GC Initial™ IQ Lustre Pastes NF. This product has made stain and glaze a true art form!”
- Joshua Polansky
NICHE DENTAL STUDIO
CHERRY HILL, NJ

“I have been using the GC Initial™ IQ Lustre Pastes NF kit for a few years now for my CEREC crowns and really like it! The color palette is excellent and gives you a wide variety of options to match teeth. The materials really stay where you place them, so it is easy to characterize with. It has been a very nice addition to my CEREC stain and glaze armamentarium.”
- Dr. Rich Rosenblatt
FOREST NORTH DENTAL
LAKE FOREST, IL
**SKUs**

**GC INITIAL™ IQ LUSTRE PASTES NF**

- 876220 Lustre Paste Diluting Liquid, 8ml
- 876400 Lustre Paste NF Refresh Liquid, 8ml
- 876401 Lustre Paste NF Lustre Paste Neutral, 4g
- 876402 Lustre Paste NF Body Shade A, 4g
- 876403 Lustre Paste NF Body Shade B, 4g
- 876404 Lustre Paste NF Body Shade C, 4g
- 876405 Lustre Paste NF Body Shade D, 4g
- 876406 Lustre Paste NF Enamel Effect Shade 1 - Vanilla, 4g
- 876407 Lustre Paste NF Enamel Effect Shade 2 - White, 4g
- 876408 Lustre Paste NF Enamel Effect Shade 3 - Light Gray, 4g
- 876409 Lustre Paste NF Enamel Effect Shade 4 - Dark Gray, 4g
- 876410 Lustre Paste NF Enamel Effect Shade 5 - Light Blue, 4g
- 876411 Lustre Paste NF Enamel Effect Shade 6 - Dark Blue, 4g
- 876412 Lustre Paste NF Enamel Effect Shade 7 - INciscio, 4g
- 876413 Lustre Paste NF Enamel Effect Shade 8 - Olive, 4g
- 876414 Lustre Paste NF Enamel Effect Shade V - Value, 4g
- 877043 Lustre Paste NF Glass Spatula
- 877051 Lustre Paste NF Brush 00
- 877052 Lustre Paste NF Brush 2
- 877053 Lustre Paste NF Mixing Dish
- 877054 Lustre Paste NF Plastic Cover
- 877078 Lustre Paste NF Set

**GC INITIAL™ IQ LUSTRE PASTES NF GUM SHADES**

- 876415 GC Initial IQ One Body Concept LP, NF Gum Shades 4g, G-23
- 876416 GC Initial IQ One Body Concept LP, NF Gum Shades 4g, G-24
- 876417 GC Initial IQ One Body Concept LP, NF Gum Shades 4g, G-34
- 876418 GC Initial IQ One Body Concept LP, NF Gum Shades 4g, G-35
- 876419 GC Initial IQ One Body Concept LP, NF Gum Shades 4g, G-36
- 876420 Stain Modifier, for LP NF, 3g LP-M1-White
- 876421 Stain Modifier, for LP NF, 3g LP-M2-Red
- 876422 Stain Modifier, for LP NF, 3g LP-M3-Blue
- 876423 Stain Modifier, for LP NF, 3g LP-M4-Brown
- 877051 IQ LP NF Brush 00
- 877052 IQ LP NF Brush 2
- 877053 IQ LP NF Mixing Dish
- 877054 IQ LP NF Plastic Cover
- 876220 IQ LP NF Diluting Liquid, 8mL
- 876400 IQ LP NF Refresh Liquid, 8mL
- 877088 GC IQ One Body Concept, LP NF Gum Shade Kit